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Type: Roosevelt Dime

Year: 1967

Mint Mark: No mint mark

Value: As a rough estimate of this coins value you can assume

this coin in average condition will be valued at somewhere around

10 cents, while one in mint state (MS) condition could bring $7 at

auction if certified. This price does not reference any standard coin

grading scale. So when we say average, we mean worn as would

be expected from a coin in this age, and mint state meaning MS+

grade and certified*.

Face Value: 0.10 USD

Total Produced: 2,244,007,000 **

Silver Content: 0%

Extra Info: Coins issued this year have no silver content making

them valuable to collectors only. The melt value of a copper-nickel

blend dime is just 2 cents. About $2.98 less than the value of a

silver dime, at the time we are writing this. 

Full Bands (FB) or Full Torch (FT) is the gold standard for the 1989

Dime. On the reverse look at the torch and see if it has all of the
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bands. Having this feature alone will add an additional 15-35% to

the value of your coin.

What Are Full Bands on a Dime?

This reference image was created to assist you in learning more

about the FT or FB designation on a Roosevelt Dime.

Click to enlarge.

For more details on this coin visit

https://cointrackers.com/coins/140/1967-roosevelt-dime/

 

Price subject to standard supply and demand laws, dealer premiums, and

other market variations. Prices represent past values fetched at online

auctions, estate sales, certified coins being sold by dealers, and user

submitted values. Call or visit your local dealer for more information. This

PDF was generated at CoinTrackers.com
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